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BERLIN GARDENS FURNITURE MAINTENANCE

Berlin Gardens’ line of outdoor furniture and fabric cleaners give maximum results with minimal effort. Each product
cleans safely yet effectively.
•
•
•
•

FABRIC CLEANER For use on Berlin Gardens outdoor pillows and cushions | BG32HDFC | 32 oz.
WATER REPEL Repels water on Berlin Gardens outdoor pillows and cushions | BG32WR | 32 oz
MILDEW STAIN REMOVER Removes mold and mildew for all Berlin Gardens furniture. Not for regular cleaning
use. | BG32MSR | 32 oz
XTREME CLEAN For regular cleaning use on all Berlin Gardens furniture | BG32EC | 32 oz.

Poly furniture is made from high-density polyethylene (HDPE), a recyclable plastic that never needs to be painted or
stained. It will not rot or splinter, and it contains an added UV protective agent to resist fading. Poly furniture is not
affected by most corrosive substances and will not promote bacterial growth. To maintain the beauty of your furniture,
use Berlin Gardens cleaners or clean regularly with nonabrasive soap and water. While most colors need to be cleaned a
few times per year, certain colors such as white (but not limited to this color) need to be cleaned more frequently in
order to maintain the original beauty. In extreme situations, and with colors such as white, spray the furniture
thoroughly with a nonabrasive cleaner then scrub the furniture using a soft bristle brush and rinse off with warm, clean
water. If needed, spray the furniture with nonabrasive cleaner and wash it using a high-pressure washer. Do not place
the tip of your pressure washer closer than 16” - 20” from the furniture or it will tear into the material. Do not place
flowerpots or any items on furniture that will leave stains. Do not place hot items directly onto furniture to avoid
melting. All fasteners on furniture manufactured by Berlin Gardens are stainless steel with most fasteners being chromeplated stainless steel. Chrome-plated stainless steel is one of the most corrosive-resistant fasteners on the market.
However, in extreme conditions such as coastal areas, while chrome-plated stainless steel will be less likely to rust, it is
still recommended to regularly rinse it with fresh water to ensure the longevity of your furniture and fasteners. If
properly cared for, you will be able to relax in your fine piece of poly furniture for many years!
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